
Casting Rules for the Campaign 
FACE POSITIVE BY MUMICosmetics 

Promoter: Rieel S.r.l., owner of the MUMI Cosmetics brand (from now on 
"MUMI"). 
Aim of the contest: the contest related to the MUMI FacePositive 
Campaign is aimed at the purpose of encouraging people to accept their 
distinctive features and see them as strengths and be comfortable with 
themselves. MUMI is looking for 9 faces for the #MUMIFACEPOSITIVE 
MAKEUP campaign! 
With the campaign #MUMIFACEPOSITIVE, MUMI Cosmetics wants to 
promote authentic beauty and the uniqueness of each individual face. 
Where some see imperfections, MUMI Cosmetics sees features of unique 
and wonderful beauty. MUMI Cosmetics believes that makeup should not 
hide but enhance this uniqueness and allow everyone to express 
themselves through unique and personal colors and styles. 
The protagonists of this campaign are asked to be themselves, to have 
stories to tell about how their unique features have become strengths. 
Total duration: from 9:00 am of 3/03/19 to 12.00 am of 2/05/19. 
Recipients: the contest is open to all subjects of both sexes, providing 
they have reached the age of majority. 
Territorial unit: Italy. 
Methods through which to participate in the contest: to take part in the 
contest, people must post a photograph of themselves on Instagram, using 
the hashtags #MumiFacePositive and #MUMIlovesLauraBrioschi (both 
hashtags must be indicated, not individually) and tagging the official 
Instagram page @mumicosmetics. Each person can post any number of 
photographs, there are no limits to the number of photographs per person. 
MUMI and Influecer Laura Brioschi will select, by 5th May, 2019, from the 
people who have taken part in the initiative within the terms of duration 
indicated above, posting their photographs as indicated above, those faces 
that are most consistent with the spirit that connotes FacePositive, and will 
indicate the finalists via social media (Instagram page 
lovecurvy__laurabrioschi) and the MUMI website (https://mumi-
cosmetics.com). 
The 9 selected faces will participate in the photo shoot that will be 
organized by MUMI in Milan on a date to be indicated on the channels 
indicated above by 5th May 2019, for the realization of the official 
advertising campaign #MUMIFACEPOSITIVE 2019, aimed at promoting 
MUMI make-up products. 
During this shoot, the selected and present people will have their makeup 
done by makeup artists selected by MUMI, using MUMI makeup products. 
The photos of the campaign #MUMIFACEPOSITIVE 2019 and of those 
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who will be chosen as faces of MUMI and MUMI products, posted by them 
for participation in the Contest and/or realized during the shooting will be 
used and reproduced by MUMI to promote their products and/or their own 
brand. 
Those selected to take part in the shooting will become ambassadors 
of MUMI products for 2019. 
There are no prizes or cash fees for participants and/or finalists 
and/or for those chosen as faces of MUMI, including in the case of the use 
by MUMI of the photographic material indicated above. 
Data processing and other details: the data released at the time of 
subscription to the contest will be processed by MUMI - as Data Controller 
- in compliance with the provisions set out in Leg. n. 196/2003 and to the 
Regulations (EU) 2016/679 (GDPR). 
At any time, by writing to the address info@mumi-cosmetics.com, 
participants will be able to exercise the rights referred to in articles 7, 12 
and following of the GDPR. 
Each participant, by posting the photograph with the hashtag above, 
authorizes the diffusion of the photograph posted and its repost on the site 
and social networks of the promoter company, as well as on any other 
channel identified by the promoter. 
Each participant is responsible for the content of his or her photograph and 
declares and guarantees that he or she is the exclusive and original owner 
of all rights of economic use and exploitation, even for promotional and 
advertising purposes, and for all exclusive rights covered by the current 
legislation on copyright. Every author is personally responsible for the 
object of their photograph and for what they have declared, and 
authorizes, by expressly renouncing claims of an economic nature, the 
dissemination and publication of photographic reproductions by the 
promoter company on social networks of the same, on its site, in 
magazines and in all the spaces that the promoter will dedicate to the 
contest or for advertising purposes for an unlimited time. The transfer here 
regulated is free of charge, also in consideration of the promotional effect 
that will fall on authors of the works. 
Participation in the Contest implies unconditional acceptance by the 
participant of these Regulations. 
Participants in the contest guarantee that nothing of what is being 
assessed is contrary to the law, by way of example but not exhaustive, the 
content of the work is not obscene, defamatory, blasphemous, 
racist, pedophiliac or in violation of intellectual property rights, moral rights, 
copyright or personal data protection rights of third parties or rights of 
publication, and generally respects the provisions of copyright law (Law 22 
April 1941 n. 633) and subsequent amendments. Contest participants are 
responsible for the contents of their photographs and undertake to 
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indemnify the promoter against any claims and/or actions of third parties. 
Desenzano 1st March 2019 
Rieel S.r.l. 


